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1.

TEAlAS

INTROI)IJ(

l-ION

UKKO(;~I~‘E MOTH~KHOOI)
IS 311 anomaly that disrupts familiur conceptions
of motherhood,
kinship and family (Macklin
(1991) ). I 13contracted
surrogacy, :I woman makes a preconception
agreement to \vaivc her parental rights
in exchange for a paid fee (Furquhnr
(1996) ), ;I practice that calls some of the
most basic structures of society into question. Social relations created in surrogacy deviate from the traditional
model of marriage which centres sexual relations and fertility
issues around
two members
of a heterosexual
couple.
Moreover,
surrogacy
defies mainstream
ussumptions
that identify pregnancy
with the birth mother’s commitment
to the project of subsequent lifelong social
mothering
of the children to whom she has given birth (Farquhar
(I 996) ).
As SLIC~I, surrogacy
threatens clominrlnt
Western ideologies
that presume an
indissoluble
mother-child
bond (Gnilcy (7000); Fnrqdlar
(1996) ). Surrogacy
has been theorised
as bringing
about the gradual ‘deconstruction
of motherhood (Stanworth
(1987) ) separating
the pcrccived unity of the maternal
role
into genetic, birth, adoptive,
surrogate
and other maternities
(Sandelowski
(1990) ). To this point, conservative
voices express concern over the frqmentntion, lack of connection,
and loss of maternal wholeness, rind treat surrogacy as
n deviance that must be censured (Farcphar
(1996) ).
Because surrogacy
does not comfortably
fit the cohesive and consistent
system of conceptunl
categories of Western cultures, cultures are chdlenged
to
develop wuys
of dealing with its anonmlo~~s
connotations
(Davis-Floyd
(1990) ). Colligan
(X)01:3) reminds LIS that ‘anomnly
is not simply a problem of
~
classlhcntion
but ,111emldicd
status that must be worked
out in every&)
social situations.’
In the following,
I lvisli to call attention
to the negotiation
tactics that dealing with classificatory
contradictions
can engender in women
who participate
in surrogacy agreements and the tcclitio-medical
professionds
that accompany
them through the process.’
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How

do surrogates ad intended mothers accommodate
rind resist the ;~nomconnotations
of this reproductive
strategy? How do they assess and negotiate their own positions in Israeli society through surrogacy?
I will argue that
throughout
the surrogacy
process, surrogates and intended
mothers, together
with doctors, nurses and dtrasound
technicians,
collectively
generate alterations in received scripts about the maternal nature of pregnant lbodies and the
non-matern:
mnkcup of infertile bodies.
I shall engage the concept of ‘authoritative
knowledge’
in order to shed light
on these questions. This concept refers to the way th:lt ‘knowledge
is produced,
displayed,
resisted and challenged
in interactions’
(Davis-Floyd
ud Sargent
(1997:21) ). In their comprehensive
edited volume on chilrlbirth
and nuthoritntivc knowledge,
Davis-Floyd
and Sargent (1997) bring together ethnographic
research on childbirth
in 15 countries.
They show that, while techno-medical
‘ways of knowing’
increasingly
dominate
obstetrics
worldwide,
indigenous
models of authoritative
knowledge
still exist and intcractionnl
co-operation
and
nccommodation
between biomedicine
and other ethno-obstetrical
systems are
possible.
alous

The classificatory
challenges that surrogacy raises make Israel into a particularly interesting
place to study surrogacy.
Israel is a pronatrilist
society whose
Jewish-Isrncli
population
will try anything
in order to have a child (Kahn
(1997) ). This cultural
‘cult of fertility’
(Bzslington
(1996) ) among Israeli
women has been described as a social pressure to reproduce
that ‘horders on
obsessiveness and irrntionality’
(Shalev (1998) ). Israel’s pronutalist
impulse has
made it into one of the leading countries in the world in the research and development of ne\v reproductive
technologies.
This small country currently
holds
the highest number
of fertility
clinics per capita in the world-and
Israel’s
national
health insurance
funds IVE‘ treatments
for LIP to two live births for
childless couples and for women who want to become single mothers (Shalev
(1998); Win
(1997) ). The option
of not becoming
a mother
is virtually
non-existent
in Israel, while solutions such as international
adoption
are still
considered
to be secondary options when genetic parenthood
is possible.
The Israeli surrogacy law of 1996 made Israel the first and only country in the
world where all surrogacy
contracts are publicly
legislated
by a governincnt-

appointed
commission
(Kahn (1997: 171) ).? According
to the law, an approval
committee
~~1s nominnted
by the government
henlth minister
to screen nil
potential
surrogacy agreements in Isrd.
In its zim to ‘cope with the conceptual
threat’
(Davis-Floyd
(1990) ) that surrogucy
presents,
the surrogncy
law
removes the praaice from everyday life, limiting its avuilability
and subduing its
boundnrp-threatening
connotations.
The practice is not officinlly
encouraged
and is strictly limited in scope to adult Israeli citizens. It is offered only as 3 last
resort to couples v&rein
the female pat-trier has no womb, has been repeatedly
unsuccessful with other reproductive
strategies, or who is nt n severe health risk
in pregnancy.
While the law itself can be interpreted
as a framework
through
which the state officially
recognizes surrogacy’s
nnomalotts
connotations
rind
aims to den1 with them, rhis is not the conccrn of this chapter. This chapter uses
ethnographic
research to address the way rhat surrogates,
intended
mothers,
and health professionals
attempt to solve the nnotnaly of surrogncy in practice,
engaging intuitive, technological
and medical knowledge
systems in the process.

3.

THE

BODY

I’HAT

‘KiYOK’5’:

INTlllTlVE

KNO\Yl

tl)(;t:

111 their exploration
of intuition
as authoritative
knowledge
among American
midwives,
Davis-Floyd
and Davis (1997) claim that American
iiiidu,ives
use
intuition
3s a tool for ‘knowing’
the pregnant body in childbirth.
While trained
in the intricacies
of technotnedical
birth, the midwives made decisions during
labour based on their ‘inner knowing’,
even when it opposed external, tncdicalised signs. In surrogacy, intuitive knowledge
of the pregnancy was employed
by both surrogates and intended mothers as a source of authoritative
knowledge
concerning
the pregnancy.
Ey constructing
a situation
in which the intended
mother ‘knows’ the pregnant body inhabited
by the surrogate, intended tnothers were able to claim maternity
while surrogates were able to disconnect emotionally frotn the pregnancy.
Ky intuitive or indigenous
knowledge
of the body, 1 refer to the internal, ‘gut’
feelings and instinctive
responses of the individual
that arise as a result of listening to their own internal, embodied voices. It is ‘the act of or faculty of knobsing or sensing without
the use of rational
processes; immediate
cognition’
(Amcricnn
Heritqe
Dictiomzry
(1993), cited b,- Davis-Floyd
and Davis
(1997317) ). Often, intended mothers began their narratives with a determined
stareman linking their bodies with maternity rhrough such intuitive knowledge.
Leah, an intended mother, claimed:
I alwa~.s knew that I ~vould have my olvn (child). I k ne\\- right here (she makes a fist
rind hits it against her stomach). T’hac is what got me rhrough nil of those ye‘jlrs of IVF
after IVF. 1 always knew.

For Leah, and other intended mothers like her, this inner knowlcdgc
carried
them through
up to 25 IVF attempts”
and countless other fertility
treatments
over periods of up to 17 years or more. Instincts and gut feelings also accompIid their choice of a surrogate.
In their search for ‘the right surrogate,’
they
primarily
relied on their bodily and cnmtional
instincts as indicators
of cornpatibility.
These signs were prideged
over measurable data insisted upon by the
approval committee,
such as psychological,
physical and social qtitucle
tests.4
Sarit, an intended mother, let her body indicate to her when she had met the
‘right’ woman:
When you meet the rlght \vom;m, YOU feel it in vol~r stomach, xld you know it is the
right thing. . that this (womnn) is xvhat best suits me. We had immediate chemistry.
Surrogates
enlerged
as strong believers
in intuitive
knowleclgc
3s well.
Narrative
accounts of both women’s first encounters
with one another reverberated with 3 vocabulary
of ‘chemistry ’ , ‘immediate
connections’
and ‘clicks’,
used to define the intcrunl physical trigger that these women felt upon meeting
one another for the first time. Two thirds of the surrogates and intended mothers interviewed
clescrilxxl instnnces of immediately
recognising
one another at
first sight even though they were strangers, assuming that cosmic intervention
had caused their meeting.
Constructing
one another as the ‘right surrogate’
for the ‘right couple’, sturogates and intendd
mothers were able to clecommodify
anal re-nnturnlise
the
surrogncy process even before the commcrcinl
contract was signed. The concept
of the ‘right’ pnrtner in the process served to mininiise
the randonuless
of the
relationship
in favour of a cosmically
ordained nature, imposing n certain natural and mor,il inlpcrntive
on the surrogacy process as a whole.’ For intended
mothers, it served as 3 reassuring
sign that they were nieant to have a child;
while for surrogates,
it constituted
a sign that God and nature had meant for
theln to become surrogates.
Both wutnen drew upon their intuitive connection
in order to define motherhood as a product
of ‘internal
knowing’ , allowing
them to attach their own
meanings to the pregnancy.
Surrogates
were thus able to credit their intended
mother with ‘knowing’
the pregnancy instead of them, which enierged as ;I strategy for dismissing nny expectations
for their own emotional
attachment
to the
pregnancy.
While awaiting
confirnxition
of pregnancy,
surrogates
refused to
acknowledge
any internal
sign from within their bodies that could
signify the
result, urging their intended
mothers to seek the answer within themselves.
Mash~i, ;I surrogate, emphasised this point:

Lvhether her surrogate had ‘knomm’
Ayala, felt by proximity:

the pregnancy

to the same degree that she,

From the veq beginning I felt pregnant, from the min~lte they inserted the embryos, I
felt like it was my hod!. going through it
Not onl!- on dn emotional level but d50
on :I physical level it affected me. 1 really h,xd the same feelings she did-1 felt it. It \V;IS
really like they sny :1 man xvhosc \vife is pregnant goes through it. I too really felt all
rhe nausea when there ~1;~s nause,t .lnci the hearthurn when there was heartburn. I
don’r know about her bllt I really felt \vh,lt she was going through
outsldc of the
feeling of responsibility end p.iins on .~n emotional level, 1 felt re,llly connected to hCr.h
The increasing
legitim:~cy of her inner kno\vledgc
of the foctus became so
convincing
to one intenclccl mother, Rivka, that she claimed she’d actually ‘felt
pregnant’
during this period:
You know what, 1 say to C)rna thnt it is lucky that, you know, those hysterical pregnancies
(fake pregnancy), it is lucky that I didn’t have one of those . . . but the transferring part and the feelings, I felt exactly the same (~5 3 pregnant woni;in). Ma)-be
di,it’s what gives me lhe push to say, yes, I \vris pregnant, and not through a surrogate.
Because I felt exactly \vh,tt she felt.
By constructing
‘intuitive
knowledge’
as a source of ‘knowing’
the pregnant
body, surrogates and intended mothers work together to make their partnership
in the pregnancy more equal. They even out the surrogate’s
privilcgcd
place in
‘knowing’
the foetus by collabor~ti~cly
constructing
their own authoritative
knowledge
which aligns all intuitive and embodied connection
between the foetus and the intended mother. In the following
section, we will witness how the
technological
viewing technique of foetal ultrasound
is brought in to this effort
as well.

Eiigenia Georges (1997:93) claims that ‘ultrllsonography
cnn act as an especially
putcnt facilitator
in the production
and enactment of authoritative
knowledge.’
1Srigittc Jordan (1997) claims that when inflchine-hrlsed
claims contlict lvith the
woman’s own bodily experience,
the latter is negated in favour of the uiiquestioncd status and authority
of medial
knowledge.
Consequently,
\vomcn are
.
specifically cxcludcd from techllo-c)iilclbirth,
denied any input into their labour
experience , and given the messnge that the only knowledge
that counts is thnt of
the doctor.
I argue that this hierarchical
distribution
of knowledge
in technologicdly
mediated situations
is inverted in surrogacy
\vhen the surrogate
herself uses
technology
to extract herself from the pregnancy
experience.
Instead of negat-

ing the knowledge
that she has of the state of her body (~~ordan (1%~‘) ) technomedical knowledge
is adapted ns a source for legitimnting
the fictionnl
reality
that the two women
are constructing
between them. The techno-medical
knowledge
of the pregnancy
is also comtnunicatcd
in a structure that actunll)
encourngcs the intended mother to believe in the internrll messages that her body
is giving her.
By technological
knowledge
I refer to surrogate
and intended
mothers
accounts of their encounters
with ultrasound
technology.
Like in all births in
modern-day
Israel, repetitive
scanning is 3 routine part of surrogate pregtiatities, only more intense than in regular pregnancies.
Although
both women discussed ultrasound
in their narratives,
it seetned to be more important
to
intended mothers as it served to confirm the existence of the baby for them and
en&led
them to act out the culturally
prescribed
role of soon-to-be
mother.
Ultrasound
extends the sensory abilities of the intended mother and adds the
dimension
of ‘seeing’ to the inhcrct~t ‘knowing
discussed abow.In this way,
ultrusoutid
served 3s a proxy for the prcgtiaticy
experience,
giving intended
mothers the opportunity
to become more relevant to foetal progress and to
move to centre stage beyond their ‘stage-hand
role’ vis-A-vis the surrognte’s
‘leuding lady role’ (Snndelowski
(19%) ). The intended mother’s greater ‘knowing participation’
in the pregnancy via ultrasound
enabled surrogutcs to take a
step hack, deriving
n type of vicarious
pleasure from wutching
the intended
mother bond with the technological
image of the foetus.
Consequently,
ail the surrogates interviewed
saw importance
in huving their
intended mother accompany them to every ultrnsound
appointment.
Thcsc otttings strengthened
the surrogate-intended
mother relntiotiship,
bringing
them
closer together by making intended mothers feel more like pwtners in the preg11at1cp.
The technological
medium
thus reinforced
the intuitive
connection
nlrendy established by the women through their own indigenous
sottrces.
Otte surrogate claimed that she SAM’ the ultrasound
as at1 event in which her
intended mother could take part in the pregnancy:
It ~~3s important
to tne thnt
Because
It was itnporrant tu

she

be present

‘It 311 of the

ultrasounds,

for

instance.

me that she go rhrouph the \vhole expericncc and rhat she
see rhe Lvliole experience
. I have no problem \vitli a \votii:tn coining in [ro the vaginal ultrasound, ET]
and she said to me before xvc \vcnt in, if you don’t \vdnt I
won’t cotnc in, I’ll wait ourside. 1 said no \v:ty. About those things, I m,tde sure that
she took part in everything. Because it is really imporr;tnr to me th,tt she go rhrough
and feel the whole experience exncrly as I do. That is the \v:~y I \vanted it, th:tt she he
my prttier, 3s much 2s possible.
Likewise,
all of the surrogates
intervie\ved
for this study dismissed their
intended mother’s concern over witnessing the vnginnl ultrasound,
in which their
most intimate parts are exposed. Surrogates
erased all sexunl embarrassment

from their accounts of these situntions, making their OWI~subjectivity invisible.
Accordingly, Orna, a surrogate, dismissed her intended father’s shj-ness at seeing
her pnrtially unclothed during an iiltrasound by assuring him that he was not seeing her-Orna, the woman. Extr,lcting her presence from the scene, she told him
that all he was seeing was a ‘stomdl’ that separated him from his child:” ‘I said
to him, don’t hc shy, just rcmcmber, this is yours (pointing to her stomach).
Don’t even think about this stomach, it is nothing, just ;I stomach, only think
about what is inside it.’
Ultrusoiind provides visual access to the foetiis in-zft~~~o, enabling the
intended motherY to conceptualisr the foetus for the first time apart from the
surrogate. As she lays in the supine position and is scannecl, while her intended
mother (or couple) stand with the doctor, I0 the surrogate symbolically becomes
3 silent participant, a transparent medium for technologicnl viewing of the
foetus.
Interestingly, while ultrasound has been critiqued for opening the inside of
women’s bodies for visual inspection, leaving their body boun&ries thoroughly
transparent (Van der Ploeg (1998) ) here it is this same transparency that is used
by the women thcmselvcs to define the maternal subject. The ultrasound presents the foetus ns an individual entity, alone on the screen, as if removed from
the surrogate’s body. This visunl dislocation of the foetus from the surrogate’s
body aids her in clisengnging herself from the pregnancy while providing the
couple with ;I direct mode of communi~~ltion with the foetus on screen. Instead
of merely demoting the surrogate’s body to a secodiry order of significaiicc
(Georges (1997:99) ), ultrnsound enables her to promote the intended mother’s
bodily and visual experience to :I privileged place of significance ad to support
her own emotionnl disconnection.
Surrogates rarely mcntioncd their own participation in ultrasoiid, focusing
instead on the intended couple aid their excitement at seeing the image of tlieil
future child on screen. None rclnyed personal excitement nt seeing the foetal
image, claiming boredom rind disinterest, or narrating an excitement centred
entirely LI~OII their intended mother’s happiness. hlusha asserted that she did
not pay particular attention during ultrnsound q~pointments, claiming: ‘hlostl)

Riki was able to establish a direct link of communication
with her awaited
twins, keeping them close to her, in her own home, even while they developed
in another woman’s womb. Yael also attempted
to embody the pregnancy
by
keeping the ultrssouncl
imnges with her at all times. She carried them in ;I small
envelope in her purse, removing it delicntely to show them to me 3s though the
photos were part of the awaited child.
The ultrasound
photos complete
;I new hierarchy
of knowlcdgc
created
through
technological
intervention
in surrogacy.
By giving sonogrnphers
the
power of clinically
interpreting
the sonogram
and controlling
distribution
of
technologically
prduced
knowledge
of the foctus, foetnl ultrasound
makes
embodied
knowledge
of the pregnancy less exclusive and more dcpcndent upon
technology
(Snndelowski
(1994) ). Consequently,
sonographcrs
achieve 3 privileged position that allows them to intervene in the social relationships
of both
women to the pregnancy. By focusing on the intended mother during scnns, they
shape her into :I more eq~d
‘knower’
of the foetus. This process is finalised in
the intended mother taking home the souvenir images of the foetus. Her posscssion of this foetal artefact finally makes her into the direct disciple of the tcchnological
knowledge
of the pregnancy.
Contrary
to prior research, this hierarchical
distribution
works towards the
same aims that the women themselves co-create intuitively.
While in many
cases, sucli as the ‘normal’
technologically
managed childbirth
descrihcd
17,
Brigitte jord~in ( I YY7), the competition
between indigenous
and technologicall)
derived knowledge
lends to the woman’s internal knowledge
being overridden,
this case cmergcs cliffercntly.
These women’s expressed knon,ledge
about their
hodies is not ignored, denied or replaced hy another conflicting
version of renlity. Rather, these two types of knowledge
collaboratively
produce and maintnin
the same fiction together-th:lt
the ‘red
body that is connected to the pregnuncy belongs to the intended
mother.
Thus,
machine
bnscd and intuitive
records of the pregnaxy
do not serve to negate one another but serve as ~1
resource for justifying the WOII~XI’S
own bodily claim.
The surrogate’s
transpnrency
and disrupted
oneness with the foetus during
ultrasound
enables her to show her emotional
distance from the pregnancy and
to emphasise the intendeci mother’s strong connection
to the foetus. Viewing the
foetus and maintaining
foetnl pictures minimises the intended mother’s distance
from the foetus, equalising
her position
with the surrogate
and giving her the
opportunity
to enact culturally
defined maternul scripts and claim her foetus in
yet another way.

‘The involvement
of medical practitioners
in the pregnancy
follows a similar
path. Doctors, nurses and the bureaucratic
protocols
seemed to direct the construction of a similar reality. Using their privileged
knowledge,
they constructed

‘the ptient
as an ambiguous
entity that combined
both WOI~CII in it while providing legitimation
of the intended mother’s maternal claim. I now cspand upon
this construction
of the intended mother as a hybrid patient and the way that
this fiction encourages the women to engage it ns an additionnl
source in theit
o\vn collaborative
effort. Riki, nn intended mother, explained how important
it
~vas to both her and her surrogate that she be present at the doctor nppointments
and be the muin actor in them:
She refused ro ler rhc doctor hegin his check-up wirhour
minutes
late one time,
had to he here.

she mtcle

him

wait.

She said

that

me. Even when I \vas thirt!
rhi\

IS Riki’s

baby

and that

she

Surrogates &o seemed to actively define the intended mother as the recipient
of medical care, demunding
her presence at every check-up. Rinat, n surrogate,
remembered
the day that the embryos were implanted
in her won7h:
She [rhe inrended morhcrl
\ras late, and I kept making thr doctor \v:lit. I said, the will
come. She xvi11 come. And the poor thing WJS stuck in 3 traffic Jim. In rhc end she
arrived at the ldst niinllTc before he co~lldn’t wnit an) Longer.
In both cases above, the doctor is 3 co-conspirator
who collaborates
with the
wonlen in their effort to designate the intended
mother’s status in the pregnancy. One surrogate, who was in the beginning stages of surrogacy, asked me
if I knew of any ‘sympathetic
doctors that could nccon~pany
her and her
intended couple through
the process. ‘I want a doctor who understands,’
she
said, ‘who cm nxlke her [the intended
mother] feel like she is going through
this.’
Intended
mothers cited their doctors’
elicOur;igci~iclit,
with one wonlfn
asserting that, ‘He always treated nie like 1 wns the patient, even though it \vas
she who was pregnant.’
Sarit, an intended mother, described a scene in which
the doctor conducting
the embryo implantation
gave rise to her first mnternal
feelings:
I saw how

they

inserted

the embryos

into

her womb,

and

Aat

was

really

that I felt like :I mommy.
1 got there a little Llte, and they had already
on the bed. Then the doctor
said, here comes the mom~~~~. And w-hen
very excited,
because
I really did feel r&t
then like a ~nomny.

the first
laid

time

her down

he said that I got

her description,
the doctor aids Sarit in encompassing
the procedure
as her
promoting
her identificf~tion
with a procedure
carried out on the surrogate’s body. Pronouncing
her the ‘nionuny’
while implanting
the embryos in the
surrogate’s
woinh lends an air of legitimacy to Snrit’s internal feeling of connection to the pregnancy. Elsewhere (T‘cmnn (20011~) ) I discuss the way that surrogates draw upm
medical knowledge
in order to disclnin~ maternity.
They USC
images of hormone injections and the creation of embryos in unnatural
settings
to support their claim that the surrogate pregnancy has been generated by the
doctor, therefore ‘proving’
their claim that no ‘natural’ feelings of attachment to
the foetus are pre-destined
to arise in then1 from this ‘artificial’
pregnancy. This
III

own,

strategic borrowing
of medicnl authoritative
knowledge
also aids them in
emphasising
the ‘natural’,
hio-genetic
basis of the pregnancy
for the intended
mother, aiding her in claiming maternity for herself.
Israel’s state medicnl policies dso play a part in this construction.
Because fertility treatments are subsidised by Israeli national health insurance for childless
couples, they are burenu~r~itic;llly
considered
ns belonging
to the intended
mother. 1Soth the hormonal
treatment aimed at increasing the intended mother’s
egg supply, as well ns hormone
injections
for prep;lring
the surrogate’s
womb
for embryo insertion are considered by the state to be fertility treatments for one
patient---the
intended mother. Intended mothers were usudly the ones to call
the clinic for the results to the pregnancy test, and in more than one case, a cloctor had personally
called the intencied mother to deliver positive results to his
long-stnnding
patient, who ~oultl then inform her surrogate.
The medical system structures
surrogacy
so that the intended
mother hns
more meJicnl knowledge
of the pregnancy
than the surrogate does. Again, it is
exactly this hierarchy
that enables the surrogate
to invert the situation
in her
own interest and equnlise her anJ her intended mother’s
participation
in the
pregnancy.
While one surrogate informed
mc that the doctor had ‘two files stapled together. Two files that were one’; another surrogate claimed that she had
‘no file, I ~v:as only part of her (the intended mother’s)
file.’ This evidence of the
need for the two Women to merge in order for the process to succeed led Orna
to explain: ‘My body could not do it aithout
hers.’
The unitary patient construction
was evident in other ways as WA. Doctors
prescribed
mcdical prescriptions
and appointment
referrals
in the intencled
mother’s name, and she wo~dd buy the medicines and dispense them to the surrogate. Intended mothers often &scribed
themselves as middlemen
between the
doctor and the surrogate. ‘I MU the connection
betlveen the doctor and her from
the time we began the process until the third month of the pregnancy,’
Sarit, an
intended mother claimed, ‘most of the time she didn’t even need to come with
me. I would go to the doctor und then give her what she needed.’
Orn;i, a surrogate,
saw the doctor’s referral practices ns 3 chumiel through
which responsibility
for the pregnnncy
could he delegated
to her intended
mother:
All of the prescriptions h,lve to be on her name, because she has to ~‘ay for thenl. She
pays the money. It is just as if I give you ac~nol (paracetamol), but it was bought on
111~name. So what? But if you go to b11y medicine th,lt is on someone else’s nanlc, the!
won’t give it to you. So you bu)- It on your name, :und then you give to someone else,
then what do the! care, after you bought it, its your responsibility. But the check-ups
were in my name.
Obtaining
and delivering
the required
medicd
drugs wns consistently
regnrded by surrogates
and intended
mothers alike as the intended
mother’s
responsibility.
By mnnaging
their interactions
with the medical practitioners,
intended
mothers were able to make use of this third source of authoritative
knodedge
in their pursuit of maternal identity.
Surrogates
routinely
stepped

permission
for her to stay with her throughout
the birth, in Israeli situations the
immediate
niedicul staff is informed that it is surrogacy rind treat it according to
‘1 special protocol.
From the surrogacy narratives of this period, it became clear
that the mcclicnl staff actively interacted
with the WO~CII in shaping them into
‘one patient’.
Rinat

described

and her intended

how

the

mother

head

nurse

3s ;I combined

co-conspired

with

her

to construct

her

patient:

1 said ro her, when

the!- hospitrllised me, ‘you arc going to bc hospirnlised
\vith me.’
And she was with me in the hospiral.
On rhc \veckcnd
she stayed \virh me in the hospital. Thursday,
Fri&y
and Saturday
she was in the hospiral.
Next to me in the some
room.
Yes. They gave us J room alone.
And when a nurse came aho didn’t
kno\v
about our story,
she srarted
to yell. So I said to her, ‘who are you yelling
at.’ Right
away I said to her, ‘Do you see her, rhdt is me. And she said, ‘But you. . . .’ And I s,iid
to her, ‘Do you see her, she is me.’ So she didn’t underst:lnd
whar it was and she went
to the head nurse and said ro her, ‘In rhat single room I\vo Lvonien
dre sleeping.’
And
she ans\vers
her, ‘Yes, 1 know.
Those are t\z’o women
\vho are one. They are t\vo thar
are one.’ And rhen she s;lt dowi
xid explnined
it to her.

Rivku,
hybridity

an intended
by preparing

mother, dso described how
‘them’ for giving birth:

the doctor

encouraged

this

Afterwards,
when we went do~vn to do the moniror,
rhcn (rhc foetus)
didn’t
move. So
rhey said okay, you have to go eat (plurnl),‘4
go ear (pltir,ll),
and rhen come (plural).
They were alway-s speaking
in couple (form).
Because
of th:lt, it also g,lye me the feeling (that 1 was giving birth myself).
Go eat, maybe while you (plural)
eat she mill move
(the foetus).

The doctor’s use of the Hebrew plurd form to relay instructions
for the preg
nant body made Rivka feel like she was half of his ‘patient’. Accordingly,
when
I asked their doctor about how he related to the two women, he affirmed his part
in constructing
their hybriclity,
claiming that: ‘I would relate both to the surrogate and to the intended mother, both as individuals
and as one together.’
The heightened
sense of identification
with the surrogate and the feeling of
being half of ‘one patient’ led Ayala, an inteded
mother, to narrate ;i scene
where she virtudly
gives birth to her twins:
They gave her (rhc surropre)

an operation
(Cnesarean
secrion)
and 1 wt outsidc
~nci
1 got up and sat down and at one point I fainted.
I lost consciousness
,ind collapsed
on
the floor for eight, nine, ten minutes.
And it ends up thar exdcrly
nr rhat SJIIIC moment
they extracred
them (the t\vins)
from the womb.
And cvcryone
said IO me, ‘here you
pve birth to them just IIO\V.’ And at that very second
I hadn’r kno\vn
whar was going
on insidc and she had gone in nlready
at seven thirty.
Eight, nine, ten minutes.
The!(the medical
staff) clerared
my kg5 311~1 cxrracred
our foetuses,
I meal they took our

In Ayala’s
account, it is the medical staff that actively encourages her to make
the connection
between her fainting spell and the birth of her children. Once the
child has been born, an agenda of separation
replaces the former oneness, and
the medical staff hands the newborn
immediately
to the intended mother. The
surrogate is then given a room in the gynaecologicnl
ward while the intended
mother is given a room in the new mothers
ward. Surrogates
are now not
allowed to see the child without
the intended mother’s permission,
a rule that
the nurses strictly enforce. A state social worker arrives to intermediate
between
couple and surrogate. Both the intended mother and the surrogate receive identity bracelets with the newborn’s
name and the newborn
is fitted with one on
each arm.
Irma Van cler l’loeg (( 1998) p. l(E), in her study of the New Reproductive
Technologies,
claims that the NRT’s create a hybrid patient by fusing the sepate individualities
of co~iples
into a hermaphrodite,
unitary body. She sees this
new ‘individual’
patient as a deliberate
erasure of female individuality
for the
purpose of legitimately
conducting
invasive medical procedures
on women’s
bodies, often for the benefit of other individuals
that her body contain-the
foetus and her male partner. The fern&
patient herself is thus &mod
to the
bottom of the power structure that exists in her body.
Returning
to the case of medical intervention
in surrogacy as described above,
it is possible to shed light on the motivation
of the medical staff in creating a
hybrid patient between the two women until birth and the subsequent
sepration of the shared body into individual
entities. The hybrid patient emerges as
a method for treating the ambiguous
situation that surrogncy presents, being an
effective mechanism
for making treatment
more direct and efficient.
Thus,
health practitioners
arc able to structure the surrogacy situntion-having
only
one patient, instead of two, throughout-by
treating the two women as one
during the pregnancy,
rind promoting
their separation
after the birth.

6.

( ON< L(I5IOS

In this paper, I have shown how surrogates and intended mothers collaborate
with one another in producing
their own interactive
ways of ‘knowing’
the surrogate pregnancy.
Th e women
define motherhood
as embodied,
intuitive
knowledge
of the foetus ad locate that kllowledge--throLigh
bdily
ad
rhetoric construction-as
external to the surrogate’s pregnant body anal as part
of the intended mother’s embodied
space. Ultrasound
technicians
and doctors

actively pnrticipntc
in rhis relocation
of motherhood
by associating all oXhn(Jmedical authoritative
knowledge connecled to the surrogate pregnancy with the
intended mother.
As a result, the authoritntive
knowledge
in surrogncy does not follow the classic top-down
distribution
of power in technological
childbirth
described
by
Jordan (1997). Instend of being the helpless victims of the tnedicalisntion
of
childbirth,
surrogates and intended tnothers actively co-crexte meaning in stirrogncy in collnboration
with rcprcscntarives
of the techno-medical
realm.
Surrogacy
thus provides n framework
in which types of :luthoritative
know
ledge regularly
chnrnctcrised
as oppositional
work together townrd the same
goal. Women’s bodily knowing rind techno-medical
knowing nrc set in an interactive, collective process of constructing
tnenning together.
The question rctn:iins as to why surrogncy presents such a conceptual
threat
to women, health pradtioners
:d the state that they would all work together
to achieve analogous
interpretations
of surrogxy.
The collaboration
cm bc
seen ns 3 collcctivc effort to find a cotitnitinble
solution to surrogacy’s
anonalous connotations.
This is uccotnplisld
by achieving a singular definition
of
the maternal subject that is cnsicr for all to hxdle,
decipher ad red (Harrouni
(1997) ).
These three fortns of knowledge
work together to invert the threatening
association of families pieced together
from different
wombs, eggs and sperm,
replacing
it wide traditional
biogenetic
kinship, in which maternal
claims are
estnblished through the body. In this manner, all of the parries involved work to
elitninatc
the inconsistency
between the pregnunt
yet non-tnaternd
surrogate
d the tnaternnl yer non-pregnant
intended tnother. By confirming
the intended
mother’s maternal subjectivirp
and connection
to the pregnancy
a11 along, they
make surrogacy seem to confirm, rather than chdlenge,
the Jewish-Israeli
culrural belief systeni.th
The collaboration
also etnerges as a cultural coping technique
for diffusing
the conceptual
threat that surrogucy presents Eo Israeli culture by moutding this
inconsistent
phenomenon
to comply with Israeli society’s protxdist
core. The
slate regulation
of women’s reproductive
bodies under the surrogacy lnw can be
seen to represent the symbolic control of the Israeli body politic, and the roles
of health professionals
in solving the anomalies of surrogncy can be seen LIS an
effort 10 aid the state in mnititaining
normative
boutidnries
around reproclucCon.” This, of course, is part of the rote of institutions.
As xd~ropologist
Mary
Douglas ( (1986:63); Hnrtouni
(1997:125) ) put it, ‘Institutions
bestow sameness;
they turn the body’s shape to their con\-etitions.
They attempt to convention-

&se and contain diversity
or to render difference
socially legible (Hartouni
(1997) ) consequently
mnintnining
the national, religious; and social structure.
Nntionnl
goals also affect the female actors’ collaborntion
\vith thcsc institutions. III a country where wrmen are regarded as gatekeepers of the nntionnl collective (Amir and Benjamin
(1997) ), surrogucy holds the possibility
of affecting
both of these women’s place in the collective. Surrogacy thrcrltens to stigmntise
the surrogate
as deviant
of her natural,
national
maternal
duties (Temnn
(20011~) ) even 3s her gestation31 labour acts to bring the intended mother into
the realm of normutive
Israeli womanhood.
By creating ;I flow of indigenous,
technological
and medicalised
knowledge
between them, centring
maternity
and the pregnant body in the intended mother’s embodied
space, these women
collectively
recompose mnternal subjectivity
across their bodily bound3rics
and
consequently
turn any threats to the ‘traditional’
view of motherhood
and family on their had.
By redirecting
the pregnancy away from her body and towards the intended
mother, the surrogate circumvents
the culturd
paradox that surrogacy presents:
the deninl of her supposed ‘natural’
procreative
urges and mntcrnnl instincts in
n culture that valorises women mainly for their motherhood.
She incorporates
the voices of doctors and nurses into her narrative,
as well as the textud and
photographic
representations
of the pregnancy,
in or&r to lend ‘concrete
evidence and legitimacy ‘proving’
that she is not denying maternity
in the least. On
the contrary, she proves that not only she, but also the intended mother, the cloctors and the state all regard this pregnancy as not belonging to her, and that even
her body ‘knew’ it was not hers. She thus reinterprets
her seemingly deviant
actions in terms of creating motherhood
for another woman, a purpose that is
one with the nation’s
pronatalist
ideology
and not subversive of it (Tenian
(2001b) ).
Together, these women
co-scripted :I body with a specific social messngc, generating
n dinlogue
about self and other (Collignn
(2001) ) by making
the
intended mother’s m;Irginnl
body more normative.
This enables her to move
from
the marginal
status of non-mother
to the normative
status of
woman/mother
in Israeli society (Kahn (1997) ) through a process that threatens
the surrogate with further marginality.
Their mutual effort to defy the thrcnt of
deviance thus created an interspace that held emnncipatory
possibilities
for both
of them (Colligan
(2001) ).
These women show that wcmen’s bodies are not simply entities to be acted
upon, but can participate
in 3 ‘conjoined
agency (Colligan
(2001) ) and in n coauthoring
of their roles as mothers and members of the nation-state.
The act of
constituting
the body in surrogacy is not a passive but ;I deliberate
attempt b,
these women to direct the gaze of society where they want it directed (Peace
(2001) ). It is 3 personal as well 3s 3 political statement liberating
the objectified
body with an alternative,
interactive
form of female power.
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